Breaking Addictions: The Road to Victory
1 Corinthians 15:57

marriage), self-pleasuring, ____________ behavior
(men or women), immodest dress, _____________
about sex, etc.

The ___________ for this series are:
To identify addictions as _________ not _____________
To give the ___________ of _____________
To give a clear outline for ____________ over addictions
The first thing we need to do is to ____________ addictions
______________.
Biblically: All addiction is the act of one submitting to
some ____________ and _______________ master.
Proverbs 5:22–23
Addictions come in all different forms but can be
reduced to ___________ ______________.
1 John 2:16

_______________ abuse: obsessing over the
________ ___________, compulsive __________,
mindless _____________, obsession with video
games, watching too much TV or inappropriate TV,
etc.

1. The ________ of the ____________: Whatever
I can get to make me happy
2. The ________ of the __________: Whatever I
can look at to make me happy
3. The __________ (____________) of life:
Whatever I can do to make me better than
others.
_________ addictions fit into ___________ or more of
the categories already mentioned.
_______________ abuse: ______________ drug
abuse, illegal drugs, ____________, huffing,
cigarettes, etc.
______________ abuse: __________, gluttony,
self-injury (______-__________), abuse of others,
anger or rage, etc.
___________ _____________: _____________
shopping, excessive indebtedness, _____________,
people pleasing, etc.
____________ involvement outside of
____________: ___________, pornography,
homosexuality (all sexual perversions), premarital
sex (including touching the private parts prior to

Matthew 15:18–19
Every addiction is a ___________ __________ to which
one has yielded his or her thoughts, deeds and time.
Psalm 52:7; Romans 6:16
Every addiction begins when one ___________ the ____:
“This will somehow be good or pleasurable for me.”
2 Peter 2:18–19
Every ________ is the result of believing the ________.
Psalm 5:9; 2 Peter 2:19
All addictions are ______________ at their heart.
Addictions come from the ____________ (sinful
___________) which is against God.
Galatians 5:17
The flesh (sinful nature) wants to _________ _________
more than anything.
Galatians 5:19–21
The addict worships __________ ___________ instead
of the one true God.
Colossians 3:5; Ephesians 5:3-5
_____________ and _______________ are the only hope for the
one enslaved to sin.
Luke 13:1-5
Application
1. I expect this series to ___________ me in the following
ways.
2. I _____________ of _____________ who needs this
series ______________.
3. I will pray for them and ask them to join me for next
Sunday. _____________

